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Custom Products Designs Cab for  
Club Car Carryall® Utility and Transport Vehicles 

 
Litchfield, Minn. (October, 2014) Custom Products of Litchfield Inc. has designed 
an optional cab for the Club Car Carryall® utility and transport vehicles, featuring 
easier assembly and installation, a lighter, stronger cab, better visibility, and added 
comfort for operators. The new cab will be featured at GIE+EXPO at booth 
number 9150.    
 
The new improvements on the cab started with the use of a custom profile Roll 
Over Protection System (ROPS) frame. The cab for the Carryall is enhanced to 
make its section lighter and stronger for even more visibility from the operator’s 
seat. Modifications to the frame have resulted in more robust mounting and 
improved overall cab sealing, which allows for comfortable operation in any 
weather. 
 
To give the cab a more cohesive feel, Club Car and Custom Products were able to 
develop cab-to-vehicle interface points that have been made significantly simpler 
to assemble and install than previous models. To keep wind and rain out, the cab 
doors and windshield sits flush with the frame, so it does not appear bolted on.  
 
“Working closely with Club Car, Custom Products incorporated the top features of 
the newly customized cab with the feedback we received from customers,” said 
Scott Maki, vice president of development at Custom Products. “The new features 
are designed to be simple to install, stronger but lighter, and keep the driver and 
passenger comfortable while also keeping the occupants out of weather.”  
 
Strategic use of molded plastics and a creatively designed overhead console 
resulted in cleaner harness routing and a more finished interior appearance. When 
properly equipped, the overhead console acts as ductwork to distribute airflow to 
the driver and passenger to help keep them cool or for nice weather days, the 
operator can utilize the standard tip-out front window, which integrates cleanly with 
the new hood. 
 



Since the cab is integrated, no adapter kit is necessary. This and other design 
changes make the cab much simpler to install and are available in pre-configured 
packages or a-la-carte to accommodate customers’ needs. The Carryall utility 
vehicle for Club Car is available now from Club Car dealers.   
 
ABOUT CUSTOM PRODUCTS 
Founded in 1959, Custom Products of Litchfield, Inc. serves off-highway OEMs by 
designing and manufacturing the best looking, fitting and functioning cabs and 
operator protective systems. The company applies its expertise using industry 
standards to design better ROPS, FOPS, OPS and cabs, as well as help 
manufacturers manage risk in the areas of safety and compliance. Custom 
Products offers a wide range of products and provides all levels of design and 
manufacturing to meet OEM needs. For more information, visit 
http://www.800cabline.com/.  
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